City of Santa Barbara
FORESTRY DIVISION
FRONT YARD SET BACK TREE REMOVAL REQUEST

Date: 7/8/14
Requested by: Erin Carroll, Landscape Architect
Address: 105-J W. De La Guerra St., Santa Barbara, CA 93101
Location of Tree: 125 E. Pedregosa St., Santa Barbara, CA 93101
Tree Species: Acacia melanoxylon  Common Name: Black Acacia
Zoning/Setback: E – 1 30’ Setback

Reason for Removal: The location of the tree is too close to the retaining wall along the public sidewalk and will eventually cause damage and/or failure of the retaining wall.

Proposed Replacement: Yes ☑ No ☐ Will fill in the existing Ficus hedge with 2 additional 24” box hedge plants.

Advisory Committee Recommendation: Approve Removal: ☑ Deny Removal: ☐
Staff Recommendation: Approve Removal: ☑ Deny Removal: ☐

Date Posted: 8/20/2014

Comments: The Committee recommends (5/0) that the Commission approve removal of the tree.
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